Rapid overlay of chemical structures (ROCS) is a standard tool for the calculation of 3D shape and chemical (''color'') similarity. ROCS uses unweighted sums to combine many aspects of similarity, yielding parameterfree models for virtual screening. In this report, we decompose the ROCS color force field into color components and color atom overlaps, novel color similarity features that can be weighted in a system-specific manner by machine learning algorithms. In cross-validation experiments, these additional features significantly improve virtual screening performance relative to standard ROCS.
Introduction
Ligand-based virtual screening is based on the assumption that similar compounds have similar biological activity [28] . Compound similarity can be assessed in many ways, including comparisons of molecular ''fingerprints'' that encode structural features or molecular properties [26] and measurements of shape, chemical, and/or electrostatic similarity in three dimensions [8, 13, 1] . Three-dimensional approaches such as rapid overlay of chemical structures (ROCS) [8] are especially interesting because of their potential to identify molecules that are similar from the point of view of a target protein but dissimilar in underlying chemical structure (''scaffold hopping''; [2] ).
ROCS represents atoms as three-dimensional Gaussian functions [7, 6] and calculates similarity as a function of volume overlaps between alignments of pre-generated molecular conformers. Chemical (''color'') similarity is measured by overlaps between dummy atoms marking interesting chemical functionalities: hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, charged functional groups, rings, and hydrophobic groups. For simplicity, the shape and color similarity scores are typically combined into a single value that can be used to rank screening molecules against query molecules with known activity. If more than one query molecule is available, scores relative to each query can be combined using simple group fusion methods such as max [3] .
Machine learning methods offer powerful alternatives to combined similarity scores and group fusion when additional experimental data is available for training. By learning system-specific weights for the combination of similarity features, these methods can avoid the loss of information that results from combining these features arbitrarily (e.g., with an unweighted sum). For example, [23] showed that support vector machines (SVMs) trained on ROCS similarity to a set of query molecules outperformed simple group fusion models. Separating ROCS shape and color similarity scores and allowing the model to weight them independently resulted in additional performance gains.
In this report, we extend the reductionism of [23] by decomposing ROCS color similarity scores into (1) separate components for each color atom type (color components) and (2) individual scores for color atoms in query molecules (color atom overlaps). We demonstrate significant gains in virtual screening performance for machine learning models trained on these features compared to standard ROCS and simpler partitioning of shape and color similarity scores.
Methods

ROCS features
All features were based on pairwise calculations by rapid overlay of chemical structures (ROCS) [21] . ROCS measures the shape and chemical (''color'') similarity of two compounds by calculating Tanimoto coefficients from aligned overlap volumes:
where O AB is the aligned overlap volume between molecules A and B. Color similarity is calculated from overlaps between dummy atoms marking a predefined set of pharmacophore features defined by the ROCS color force field. The shape and color Tanimoto scores are often combined using an unweighted sum or average to give a single similarity measure, TanimotoCombo. In typical ROCS usage, one molecule is used as a reference or query to search a screening database or library for similar compounds. An alternative similarity measure, reference Tversky, emphasizes overlap with the query molecule:
where molecule A is the query and a varies the bias of the measurement toward the query. In this report we used a ¼ 0:95. ROCS alignments, shape and color overlap volumes, and Tanimoto scores were calculated using the OEBestOverlay object in the OEShape Toolkit [17] (version 1.10.1). Overlays used the default Implicit Mills-Dean color force field, OEOverlapRadii_All, OEOverlapMethod_Analytic, and the following additional parameters: color_opt=True, use_hy-drogens=False, all_color=True.
Color components
The default color force field defines six color atom typeshydrogen bond donors and acceptors, cations, anions, rings, and hydrophobes-and the volume overlap terms use to calculate color Tanimoto scores are unweighted sums of the overlap volumes for each color type. Since some pharmacophore types may be more important than others in individual systems, we calculated separate similarity scores for each color atom type. These scores are referred to as ROCS color components.
Color atom overlaps
In systems where query molecules have more than a single color atom of a given type, ROCS color similarity scores do not contain information about the relative locations of pharmacophore features. For example, a query molecule with two hydrogen bond acceptors may give suboptimal color similarity scores for library molecules if only one acceptor is important for activity. To avoid this problem and allow models to distinguish between individual color features, we calculated overlaps for individual color atoms in query molecules. These features are referred to as ROCS color atom overlaps.
The ROCS features used in this report, including color components and color atom overlaps, are depicted in Fig. 1 . We note that the values used to calculate color components and color atom overlaps are available internally to ROCS, but they are not directly accessible with the Shape Toolkit.
Datasets
We report results on three dataset collections with varying degrees of difficulty. First, the enhanced directory of useful decoys (DUD-E) contains 102 datasets designed for validation of structure-based virtual screening methods [14] . Each dataset has an associated protein structure and bound ligand. Second, the maximum unbiased validation (MUV) collection contains 17 datasets designed for validation of ligand-based virtual screening methods [22] . Each dataset contains a set of maximally distinct actives individually embedded in a set of decoy molecules to avoid analog bias and artificial enrichment. The third dataset collection was derived from ChEMBL [19] for validation of ligand-based methods [19, 20] . Each dataset (80 in total) contains a set of diverse actives and shares a common set of decoys.
Up to 50 conformers for library molecules were generated with OpenEye OMEGA [9, 16] . Query molecules were either used as given (DUD-E crystal ligands) or with a single OMEGA conformer (DUD-E, MUV, and ChEMBL).
By default, OMEGA does not generate conformers for molecules with unspecified stereochemistry at chiral centers. This resulted in many compounds failing the conformer generation step and consequently being excluded from our experiments. Notably, 12 DUD-E crystal ligands failed OMEGA expansion and the corresponding datasets were removed from the collection entirely, reducing this collection to 90 datasets. Additionally, about half of all ChEMBL compounds (actives and decoys) failed conformational expansion due to unspecified stereochemistry.
The datasets in our collection are listed in Section A of ESM, along with counts of active and decoy molecules (not including OMEGA failures).
Machine learning
Standard ROCS is a parameter-free model that assigns the TanimotoCombo or other combined similarity score relative to a query molecule as the positive class probability. In situations where more than one query molecule is available, group fusion methods such as max can be used to combine multiple similarity scores into a single predicted value [3] . However, if more than one feature is used to describe similarity or when more sophisticated combinations of multi-query similarities are desired, machine learning or other statistical approaches can be used to learn appropriate weights for each feature and tune performance for specific systems.
Given a training set of n-dimensional feature vectors x 1 ; x 2 ; . . .; x m f g with corresponding class labels y 1 ; y 2 ; . . .; y m f g2 0; 1 f g, a binary classifier learns a decision function that predicts the positive class probabilitŷ y of an unlabeled feature vector. The feature vectors are representations of the input examples, encoding information that the classifier will attempt to correlate to the output labels. Here, we use ROCS similarity scores and other values derived from ROCS as features describing the relationships between query and library molecules. For example, to learn system-specific weights for combining shape and color Tanimotos relative to a single query, we would construct feature vectors containing two elements corresponding to the separated shape and color Tanimoto scores.
In this work, we trained three different types of binary classifiers: logistic regression (LR), random forest (RF), and support vector machine (SVM). Logistic regression is a simple linear classifier: a weight is assigned to each feature and the output of the model is a biased linear combination of the input features which is then nonlinearly scaled to the range [0, 1]. Random forest is an ensemble method which averages the output from several decision trees trained on subsets of the input data [25] . Support vector machines are maximum-margin classifiers that can model nonlinear relationships with the appropriate choice of kernel function.
Classifiers were trained using scikit-learn 0.17.1 [18] . Model hyperparameters (C for LR and SVM) were tuned by stratified cross-validation on training data. RF models used 100 trees and SVM models used the RBF kernel. All models used the 'balanced' class weighting strategy. We also increased the maximum number of iterations for LR models to 10,000.
Model training and evaluation
Models were trained using features calculated with respect to a single query molecule using fivefold stratified crossvalidation and evaluated using metrics calculated from the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [4] . The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a global measure of classification performance. ROC enrichment (E x ) measures performance early in the ranked list of library molecules, calculated as the ratio of the true positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR) at a specific FPR [12] . We calculated ROC enrichment at four FPR values: 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.05. The TPR corresponding to each FPR was estimated by interpolation of the ROC curve generated by the roc_curve method in scikit-learn [18] .
For each metric, we calculated mean test set values for each dataset across all cross-validation folds. Per-dataset fivefold mean metrics were further summarized as medians within dataset collections (DUD-E, MUV, or ChEMBL) and differences between methods are reported as median per-dataset DAUC or DE x (here, D indicates a difference between fivefold mean values). Additionally, we report 95 % Wilson score intervals for the sign test statistic. The sign test is a non-parametric statistical test that measures the fraction of per-dataset differences that are greater than zero, and the confidence interval is a measure of the expected consistency of an observed difference between two methods. To calculate these intervals, we used the proportion_confint method in statsmodels [24] with alpha=0.05 and method='wilson', ignoring any per-dataset differences that were exactly zero.
For the DUD-E datasets, we trained models with the provided crystal ligand as the query, using either the crystal coordinates or a single conformer generated with OMEGA, resulting in 180 models total (90 datasets times two query conformations). For each MUV and ChEMBL dataset, we trained fivefold cross-validation models specific to each active compound. For example, a MUV dataset with 30 actives a 1 ; a 2 ; . . .a 30 f g resulted in 150 trained models corresponding to 30 rounds of fivefold cross-validation, where the features for round i were specific to a i (which was removed from the dataset before training).
When calculating median fivefold mean AUC or ROC enrichment values and sign test confidence intervals, the N i fivefold models for each MUV and ChEMBL dataset were treated as independent models rather than averaging across all queries. This strategy allowed for more direct comparisons between models trained on the same features and resulted in tighter confidence intervals than might be expected (since the number of observations is greater than the number of datasets). In total, we trained 378 fivefold models for MUV (17 datasets) and 4082 fivefold models for ChEMBL (80 datasets).
Results
Proof of concept: DUD-E
To assess the utility of color components and color atom overlaps features (see Section ''ROCS features''), we trained models on various combinations of input features using fivefold cross-validation on the DUD-E datasets. All models used shape Tanimoto (ST) along with some variant of color similarity: color Tanimoto (CT), color component Tanimoto scores (CCT), and/or color atom overlaps (CAO). (Abbreviations for features are consolidated in Table 1 ). Each DUD-E dataset has a crystal ligand that was used as the query molecule. As a comparative baseline, ROCS TanimotoCombo scores were used to rank test set molecules by similarity to the query; standard ROCS can be thought of as a model which assigns equal weight to the shape and color Tanimoto scores. Additionally, we trained models using a simple separation of shape and color similarity scores. Table 2 shows median fivefold mean AUC scores for DUD-E dataset models. For each model, we also report a two-sided 95 % confidence interval around the mean difference in AUC relative to the ROCS baseline. ROC enrichment scores for these models are reported in Section C of ESM. (Note that our analysis in this report is based only on AUC scores.) In agreement with [23] , the ST-CT model achieved consistent improvements over ROCS by learning target-specific weights for the combination of these features. Replacing the color Tanimoto with color component scores (ST-CCT) gave an additional boost in performance, and using color atom overlaps (ST-CAO) yielded even greater improvement. Using color Table 2 were produced without any feature scaling, but we experimented with two feature transformations: scaling by maximum absolute value and ''standard'' scaling by mean subtraction and division by the standard deviation (see Section B of ESM). Results for DUD-E crystal query models using these feature scaling strategies are reported in Table S4 and Table S5 , respectively. Model performance was relatively insensitive to feature scaling, and our subsequent analysis is based on models trained without any feature transformations.
We considered the possibility that these results were skewed by the use of a crystal ligand as the query molecule. In most screening situations, a bioactive conformation of the query is not known, and it is possible that color components and color atom overlaps are more sensitive to the query conformation than standard ROCS. Accordingly, we used OMEGA to generate conformers for DUD-E crystal ligands and trained new models using generated conformers as queries; results for these models are shown in Table 2 .
As expected, standard ROCS performance decreased relative to models trained using crystal query conformations (since generated conformers are not guaranteed to represent bioactive conformations). However, separating shape and color similarity or adding color components or color atom overlap features improved performance in a manner consistent with crystal conformer queries. Notably, many models achieved similar median AUC scores for both crystal and generated query conformers, suggesting that these models were less sensitive to the query conformation than standard ROCS.
Additional benchmarks
The DUD-E datasets were designed to avoid structural similarity between active and inactive molecules in order to reduce the potential for false negatives [14] . Unfortunately, this aggravates issues such as artificial enrichment and analog bias [22] and limits their utility for validation of ligand-based methods [11] . To increase confidence in our results, we trained models using ROCS-derived features on two additional dataset collections: the maximum unbiased validation (MUV) datasets of [22] and a group of benchmarking datasets derived from ChEMBL [19, 20] , both of which were specifically designed for the validation of ligand-based methods. Since these datasets are not associated with specific reference molecules (such as crystal ligands), we trained multiple fivefold models for each dataset using each active molecule as a query (see Section ''Model training and evaluation''). Performance metrics for models trained on MUV data are shown in Table 3 . MUV is known to be an especially challenging benchmark, since each active molecule is explicitly separated from the others and is embedded among hundreds of decoys with similar properties, so it was not surprising that differences between MUV models were more variable and much smaller than the differences observed with DUD-E. RF models trained on MUV data were either no better or consistently worse than vanilla ROCS. The only models that significantly outperformed the ROCS baseline were trained on color atom overlap features, although sign test confidence intervals for these models indicated that the benefit of including these features was not as consistent for MUV as it was for DUD-E. ROC enrichment scores for these models are reported in Section C of ESM.
Results for models trained ChEMBL data are shown in Table 4 . These datasets are more challenging than those in DUD-E, yielding a substantially lower median ROC AUC for the ROCS baseline (in fact, the ROCS median AUC for the ChEMBL datasets was lower than for MUV). In contrast to the results for MUV, all ChEMBL machine learning models saw consistent improvement over the ROCS baseline, with a ranking of feature subsets similar to that observed for the DUD-E datasets. Notably, the combination of color components and color atom overlaps (ST-CCT-CAO) resulted in substantial improvements in median AUC relative to ST-CAO features for LR and SVM models, although the sign test confidence intervals for these models were similar. ROC enrichment scores for these models are reported in Section C of ESM.
Model interpretation
Color component and color atom overlap features provide fine detail on chemical features that can be correlated with biological activity. Accordingly, trained models can be interrogated for insights that are applicable to drug design. For example, the learned weights for individual color atom overlaps in a linear model contain information about the relative importance of those chemical features for activity.
There are some technical details to keep in mind for the examples that follow. Overlaps between color atoms are assigned negative feature values, such that negative weights for color atoms indicate features that are correlated with activity. Additionally, input features were not scaled during training or prediction; the default color force field uses the same parameters for each color atom interaction, such that learned weights for different color atoms should be directly comparable. Shape similarity feature values ranged from 0 to 1 (such that positive weights are correlated with activity); as such, shape and color similarity features were not guaranteed to be on the same scale. Figure 2a depicts the learned color atom weights from a LR model trained on ST-CAO features for the DUD-E nram (neuraminidase) dataset using the crystal ligand as the query molecule. In this model, overlaps with the carboxylic acid anion, hydrophobic pentyl group, and the aromatic ring are most correlated with activity. Interestingly, overlaps with one of the carboxylic acid hydrogen bond acceptors are not favorable. LR models trained on ST-CAO features achieved a fivefold mean AUC of 0.961, compared to 0.862 for standard ROCS. As another example, Fig. 2b shows color atom weights from a LR ST-CAO model for the DUD-E drd3 (dopamine receptor D3) dataset. The overlapping donor and cation color atoms (lower right) are assigned positive and negative weights, respectively. These weights suggest a potentially counterintuitive result, that overlap with the query cation is important for activity while the presence of a hydrogen bond donor at the same location is correlated with inactivity. LR ST-CAO models substantially outperformed vanilla ROCS on this dataset (0.841 vs. 0.313 fivefold mean AUC).
Tversky features
Horvath et al. [10] demonstrated that reference Tverskywhich biases similarity scores to emphasize the features of the query molecule-can be a more powerful metric than Tanimoto for virtual screening. Accordingly, we repeated [15] our analysis using reference Tversky variants of ROCS features; results for these models are reported in Section D of ESM. Baseline ROCS performance using Tver-skyCombo was significantly higher for DUD-E and ChEMBL datasets compared to TanimotoCombo, although the same general trends in performance were observed for these datasets when training machine learning models with additional features. Notably, STv-CTv models tended to perform worse relative to the ROCS baseline than their ST-CT/TanimotoCombo counterparts, with RF models performing significantly worse than the TverskyCombo baseline in direct comparisons. MUV models generally performed worse than or comparable to the TverskyCombo baseline with the exception of LR models trained on color atom overlaps, but in these cases the median differences were quite small and the associated sign test confidence intervals were close to statistical insignificance.
Discussion
In this work, we described two new types of features derived from ROCS color similarity scores: color components that measure similarity for each color type (e.g. hydrogen bond donor, hydrophobe), and Color atom overlaps reporting overlap volumes for individual color atoms in query molecules. Color atom overlaps provide spatial information to the model, allowing overlaps with specific pharmacophore features to be considered in predictions. We calculated both ROC AUC and ROC enrichment scores as measures of model performance, but our analysis was based only on AUC scores. Machine learning models trained using these features consistently outperformed ROCS TanimotoCombo ranking in virtual screening experiments using datasets from DUD-E and ChEMBL. Performance on MUV was less impressive, although modest gains were observed for LR and SVM models trained with color atom overlap features.
Additionally, we confirmed previous work showing the utility of reference Tversky as a metric for virtual screening, and showed that models trained using color components and color atom overlaps consistently outperformed ROCS TverskyCombo baselines on the DUD-E and ChEMBL datasets.
We did not perform any experiments using more than one query molecule, but we expect that color components and color atom overlaps will provide similar benefits in multi-query situations.
Python code for generating color components and color atom overlaps features is available online at https://github. com/skearnes/color-features and requires a valid OpenEye Shape Toolkit license. The repository also includes code for training and analysis of the models described in this report.
